You are cordially invited to the launch of the special LITERARY MIGRATIONS issue of the e-journal TRANSNATIONAL LITERATURE (Volume 2, no. 1, 2009) Guest editor: Chad Habel

The Literary Migrations issue will include articles on poetry from Macao, South African Jewish experiences, Bernal Díaz del Castillo and J.G. Farrell/Amitav Ghosh (among others), as well as creative writing from Australian and US writers. There will also be a varied and lively assortment of book reviews of fiction, biography and non-fiction.

This issue will be dedicated to Professor Meenakshi Mukherjee, distinguished member of our Advisory Board, who died in September this year.

To be launched by Lyn Leader-Elliott
5.30pm, Tuesday 17 November 2009

Flinders City Gallery
Ground Floor
State Library of South Australia
North Terrace, Adelaide

For catering purposes, please let us know if you plan to attend.
Email: gillian.dooley@flinders.edu.au, phone 8201 5238